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OptaPlanner is a Java-based utility that was developed in order to facilitate the discovery of feasible and optimal solutions to
complex planning problems. The tool is meant to be highly customizable, allowing users to adapt its functionality and
parameters as best suited to their particular needs, thanks to the embeddable constraint satisfaction engine that it offers them.
OptaPlanner offers users three main components. The first is the Engine, which offers them the tools they need to make the
planning and optimization calculations required to obtain good solutions to planning problems. The second component is the
Explore, which offers its users the ability to make plans and search for good solutions, as well as make schedules and timetables
for them. Finally, the Test comes in the form of an Enterprise or a Student, which tests and validates the plans and timetables
generated by the Explore component, as well as with the search and optimization capabilities of the Engine. OptaPlanner
Features: OptaPlanner can be used in a number of ways, from strategic planning, to tactical planning. It offers its users the
ability to make strategies and plan events, in addition to making plans and timetables, depending on the problem being dealt
with. One of the main capabilities of this tool is that it helps users to explore a wide range of approaches and options, testing the
feasibility of solutions before making them final. At the same time, it also helps users to make optimal plans, which is a
particularly useful feature for those dealing with complex situations and constraints. OptaPlanner also helps users to make
schedules, which is the topic of its Explore component. To do this, it will first of all find optimal solutions for various dates and
times, before allowing its users to check whether the plans that they have made are feasible, and thus, valuable. In addition to all
of this, users can also make timetables for various events, in order to check whether the optimal plans they have generated are
the ones that they actually intend to make, and whether they will be feasible or not. OptaPlanner Overview: OptaPlanner is a
Java-based utility that was developed in order to facilitate the discovery of feasible and optimal solutions to complex planning
problems. The tool is meant to be highly customizable, allowing users to adapt its functionality and parameters as best suited to
their particular needs, thanks to the embeddable constraint satisfaction engine that it offers them. OptaPlanner offers users three
main components. The first is the Engine,
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- development of generic scheduling of activities - planning of various timetables - solution of planning problems - optimization
of different types of timetables - process automation - simulation of timetables - data mining - customization of the engine -
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support of a wide range of formats - validation of solutions - scheduling of medium-sized to very large groups of people integration with SAP, Oracle, Pervasive or other databases - flexible, with complete and detailed customization - utility created
in Java with reference to Spring and Hibernate - jOET Application Context; unique concept for enterprise applications, to be
distinguished from Java EE. Extending the engine to new applications and new and more complex problems: - internal rules
(customization) - increasing the distribution of knowledge of the application, by using a coding language and not a development
tool - utility for prototyping (by example) - utility for study of functions by means of a graphical interface - create external
functions or libraries for integration with other applications - integration of the utility into an Intranet or Internet - integration of
the utility into a CRM or Sales Management System - integration of the utility with a payroll system - integration of the utility
with a ERP system - integration of the utility with the service maintenance system (SMS) - automation of application integration into the network with a server - management of social networks - integration into any existing SAP systems mobility of the application - integration with project management - integration with CRM applications - integration with
microapplications - graphic interface with Java components - integration of the utility into an editor - integration of the utility
into an interactive application - integration of the utility into an information system - integration of the utility into a gaming
engine - integration of the utility into a logistics system - integration of the utility into a procurement system - integration of the
utility into a production management system - integration of the utility into a technical system - integration of the utility into a
digital public television system - integration of the utility into a digital television system - integration of the utility into a cinema
- integration of the utility into an interactive classroom - integration of the utility into an avionics system - integration of the
utility into an airplane control system - integration of the utility into an information management system - integration of the
utility into an information system - integration of the utility into a 77a5ca646e
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OptaPlanner
OptaPlanner is a Java software development component that is aimed at assisting Java programmers in optimizing the planning
of various tasks, events or schedules, thanks to the embeddable constraint satisfaction engine that it provides them with. The
tool is meant to find solutions for timetabling difficulties, such as employee shifts, agenda schedules, educational times tables,
the routing of vehicles, planning sporting events, minimizing the waste of stock materials and countless others. Specific to this
development component is the fact that it combines optimization heuristics and metaheuristics, alongside score calculation, to
offer satisfying solutions to otherwise difficult planning problems. At the same time, users will also find that planning problems
have both hard and soft constraints, which this utility approaches with Object Oriented programming languages (Java, Drools),
making them flexible and scalable, and thus easier to tackle. Finally, what also occurs with planning problems is that they can
have multiple solutions (possible, feasible, optimal or the best one). OptaPlanner sifts through the often huge number of options
and generates the likeliest choices. Aside from the code itself, the download package also contains a number of examples that
can get users started, by analyzing how these behave and finding means of integrating the same capabilities into their work. In
addition, OptaPlanner comes with a hefty help guide, meaning it can offer users a lot of insight into how to best benefit from its
capabilities without too much effort. OptaPlanner Description: OptaPlanner is a software development component that is aimed
at assisting Java programmers in optimizing the planning of various tasks, events or schedules, thanks to the embeddable
constraint satisfaction engine that it provides them with. The tool is meant to find solutions for timetabling difficulties, such as
employee shifts, agenda schedules, educational times tables, the routing of vehicles, planning sporting events, minimizing the
waste of stock materials and countless others. Specific to this development component is the fact that it combines optimization
heuristics and metaheuristics, alongside score calculation, to offer satisfying solutions to otherwise difficult planning problems.
At the same time, users will also find that planning problems have both hard and soft constraints, which this utility approaches
with Object Oriented programming languages (Java, Drools), making them flexible and scalable, and thus easier to tackle.
Finally, what also occurs with planning problems is that they can have multiple solutions (possible, feasible, optimal or the best
one). OptaPlanner sifts through the

What's New In?
OptaPlanner is a software development component aimed to assist Java programmers in optimizing the planning of various
tasks, events or schedules, thanks to the embeddable constraint satisfaction engine that it provides them with. The tool is meant
to find solutions for timetabling difficulties, such as employee shifts, agenda schedules, educational times tables, the routing of
vehicles, planning sporting events, minimizing the waste of stock materials and countless others. Specific to this development
component is the fact that it combines optimization heuristics and metaheuristics, alongside score calculation, to offer satisfying
solutions to otherwise difficult planning problems. OptaPlanner is aimed at NG-complete decision problems. These are, in
broad terms, problems whose solution is easily verifiable in time, but the solution itself if fairly difficult to obtain, in terms of
duration and required effort. However, through complex optimization algorithms, the software manages to shorten the time it
takes to discover a means of solving these planning difficulties. At the same time, users will also find that planning problems
have both hard and soft constraints, which this utility approaches with Object Oriented programming languages (Java, Drools),
making them flexible and scalable, and thus easier to tackle. Finally, what also occurs with planning problems is that they can
have multiple solutions (possible, feasible, optimal or the best one). OptaPlanner sifts through the often huge number of options
and generates the likeliest choices. Aside from the code itself, the download package also contains a number of examples that
can get users started, by analyzing how these behave and finding means of integrating the same capabilities into their work. In
addition, OptaPlanner comes with a hefty help guide, meaning it can offer users a lot of insight into how to best benefit from its
capabilities without too much effort. OptaPlanner is a software development component aimed to assist Java programmers in
optimizing the planning of various tasks, events or schedules, thanks to the embeddable constraint satisfaction engine that it
provides them with. The tool is meant to find solutions for timetabling difficulties, such as employee shifts, agenda schedules,
educational times tables, the routing of vehicles, planning sporting events, minimizing the waste of stock materials and countless
others. Specific to this development component is the fact that it combines optimization heuristics and metaheuristics, alongside
score calculation, to offer satisfying solutions to otherwise difficult planning problems. OptaPlanner is aimed at NG-complete
decision problems. These are, in broad terms, problems whose solution is easily verifiable in time, but the solution itself if fairly
difficult to obtain, in terms of duration and required effort. However, through complex optimization algorithms, the software
manages to shorten the time it takes to discover a means of solving these planning difficulties. At the same time, users will also
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find that planning problems have both hard and soft constraints, which this utility approaches with Object Oriented
programming languages (Java, Dro
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System Requirements:
The minimum system requirements are as follows: Operating System: Windows 7 Memory: 128 MB Processor: 1 GHz Core 2
Duo or faster DirectX: Version 9.0 Hard Disk: 2 GB RAM (2 GB minimum) Sound Card: DirectX Compatible sound card
(minimum of 128 MB) Gamepad: Microsoft Gamepad or compatible gamepad (recognized by Windows 8) Gamepad:
Playstation 4 Controller or compatible gamepad (recognized by Windows 8)
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